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Valerie Settles, Assistant Chair  
BFA Interior Design Program Director  
vsettles@uco.edu  
(405)974-5219

---

**UCO DESIGN DEGREE SHEET**  
**BFA IN INTERIOR DESIGN**

---

### FALL
- DES 1023 foundations I  
- DES 1033 foundations II  
- DES 1121 intro to interior design  
- DES 1063 innovation & inquiry*  
- ENG 1113 english comp I  
- UNIV 1012 success central  
- No more than 12-15 credits / semester!

### SPRING
- DES 1043 foundations III  
- DES 1053 foundations IV  
- DES 1412 fund. of code compliance  
- BIO 1114/1214 general biology  
- MATH xxx3 college math  
- Foundations Review / Critique Week

### SUMMER
- HIST 1483/1493 U.S. history  
- ENG 1213 english comp II

---

### FALL
- DES 2323 interior design studio I  
- DES 2333 visualization I  
- DES 2343 materials & textiles  
- DES history of interior design I  
- Electives  
- DES 2223 history of design*  
- MATH xxx3 college math  
- University core as needed

### SPRING
- DES 2623 interior design studio II  
- DES 2633 visualization II  
- DES 2713 furniture design  
- DES 3143 history of interior design II  
- Electives  
- DES 1533 design in global cultures*  
- POL 1113 american national government  
- Sophomore Portfolio Review

### SUMMER
- PHY xxx4 physical science

---

### FALL
- DES 3273 interior design studio III  
- DES 3283 visualization III  
- DES 4143 history of interior design III  
- XXX xxx3 social & behavioral analysis  
- MCOM 1113 fundamentals of speech  
- University core as needed

### SPRING
- DES 3433 interior design studio IV  
- DES 3333 sustainable design  
- DES 3813 interior design research  
- XXX xxxx foreign language requirement  
- Participate in critique week

### SUMMER
- HUM 2113/2223 gen. humanities  
- PHIL xxx3 critical inquiry

---

### FALL
- DES 4773 interior design thesis project  
- Design Electives  
- DES 3713 competition studio  
- DES 3990 advanced topics in design (1)  
- DES 3623 historic preservation  
- DES 4783 charles evans studio  
- Electives  
- DES 3451 design in oklahoma  
- DES 3541 interior design thru literature  
- DES 3551 interior design thru film  
- Illustration showcase for minors

### SPRING
- DES 4873 interior design practice  
- DES 4833 ID portfolio development  
- DES 4950 internship  
- Design Electives  
- DES 3713 competition studio  
- DES 3990 advanced topics in design (1)  
- DES 3623 historic preservation  
- DES 4783 charles evans studio  
- Electives  
- DES 3990 home staging, non-majors  
- DES 3990 home decoration, non-majors  
- Senior show & graduation

---

*Innovation & Inquiry, a design class, counts for core requirement under the healthy life skills credit.*  
*Design in Global Cultures and History of Design count for core requirements under the cultural analysis credit.*